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Abstract.  
Generator of hypotheses is a new method for data mining. It makes possible to classify 
the source data automatically and produces a particular enumeration of patterns. Pattern 
is an expression (in a certain language) describing facts in a subset of facts. The goal is 
to describe the source data via patterns and/or IF...THEN rules. Used evaluation criteria 
are deterministic (not probabilistic). The search results are trees – form that is easy to 
comprehend and interpret. 
Generator of hypotheses uses very effective algorithm based on the theory of monotone 
systems (MS) named MONSA (MONotone System Algorithm) [6]. 
 
Keywords: data mining, pattern, rule, monotone systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
According to [3] data mining (DM) is a part of the process called knowledge discovery 
in databases (KDD), which consists of particular data mining algorithms and produces a 
particular enumeration of patterns.  
Pattern is an expression (in a certain language) describing facts in a subset of facts.  
Data mining has two high-level primary goals: 
• Prediction involves using some variables or fields in the database to predict 

unknown or future values of other variables of interest. 
• Description focuses on finding human-interpretable patterns describing the data. 
In the context of KDD, description tends to be more important than prediction. These 
goals are achieved by using primary DM tasks: 
• Classification 
• Regression 
• Clustering 
• Summarization 
• Dependency modeling 
• Change and deviation detection 
On the basis of these DM tasks several DM solutions have been developed [2][5]. In 
this paper we describe a new hierarchical clustering algorithm called MONSA and on 
the basis of it a sense of a new DM method called Hypotheses Generator. 

2. THE CLUSTERING TASK 
Clustering is a common descriptive task identifying a finite set of categories or clusters 
to describe the data. The categories may be mutually exclusive and exhaustive, or 
consist of a richer representation such as hierarchical or overlapping categories [3]. 
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The set of objects X (of object-attribute type) is given. One of possible techniques for 
extracting clusters is finding intersections. 

Table 1. Example. X(2,3) 

Object \ Attribute A1 A2 A3 
O1 1 2 2 
O2 1 1 2 

Intersection 1 * 2 
IntSecX = 1.1 AND 3.2 

 
Intersection of two sets is set of elements, which belong to both sets, simultaneously.  
Clustering is realised via using intersections. An intersection describes a pattern. All 
objects meeting the description form a cluster. 
The purpose is in case of need to find all existing intersections of attributes in set X or 
intersections with certain properties (for example: by frequency, by length of 
intersection, etc). 
One way to do it is to generate all theoretical value combinations and check their 
existence (at once or later on), but this approach involves a lot of work done for 
nothing. For hierarchical clustering several algorithms can be used.  

2.1 Drawbacks of classical hierarchical clustering algorithms 
The classical algorithms based on intersections have the following drawbacks: 
• They find repeating intersections 
• They find empty intersections 
• The order of finding intersections is spontaneous, it depends on the initial order of 

objects. It makes optimizing difficult. 

3. ALGORITHM MONSA 
Proposed algorithm used for finding intersections is based on the theory of monotone 
systems [11] and it is called MONSA (MONotone System Algorithm).  
MONSA does not have the drawbacks the classical hierarchical clustering algorithms 
based on intersections have. 
It can be used for discovering of patterns and associations. It enables easily to construct 
the rules in the form IF IntSecXt THEN IntSecXt+1. 
The depth-first search is used, which makes possible to hold in memory only one branch 
of the tree at the same time. That is an important advantage compared with algorithms, 
which hold the whole classification tree in the memory together.  
It finds only really existing intersections without additional checking. The order they are 
found doesn’t depend on the order of objects. Also, it works with larger set of discrete 
values. 
For finding intersections the frequency table is used. Element‘s frequency is the number 
of times the element (i.e. attribute with its certain value) occurs in given data. The 
frequency table consists of counts of occurrences of elements in the set or subset of 
data. Example data are given in Table 2 and corresponding frequencies in Table 3. The 
results of using MONSA based on those data are shown in 3.4 “Example”. 
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Table 2. Example. X(8, 4) 

Object \ Attribute A1 A2 A3 A4 
O1 2 1 1 1 
O2 1 1 1 1 
O3 2 3 1 2 
O4 2 2 1 2 
O5 2 3 2 1 
O6 1 3 1 2 
O7 1 3 2 1 
O8 2 1 2 1 

Table 3. The corresponding frequency table 

Value \ Attribute A1 A2 A3 A4 
1 3 3 5 5 
2 5 1 3 3 
3 0 4 0 0 

 
MONSA uses frequency tables and special techniques to prevent repetitions (activities 
Eliminate1 and Eliminate2 in „Description of MONSA“).  

3.1 What is a monotone system? 
Definition 1: 
Let a finite discrete set X and function πx on it which maps to each element α∈X a 
certain nonnegative number πx(α), be given. 
The function πx is called a weight function if it is defined on any subset X’_X; the 
number πx(α) is called a weight of element α on X’. 
Definition 2: 
A set X with a weight function πx is called a system and is denoted by S=(X, πx). 
Definition 3: 
The system S’=(X’, πx’) where X’_X is called a subsystem of the system S=(X, πx). 
Definition 4: 
The system S=(X, πx) is called monotone if in the case of any α∈X’\{b}, b∈X: 
πx’\{b} (α) ≤ πx’ (α) where X’ is any subset of X. 

3.2 How to create and use a monotone system 
Let be given data set X(N,M), where N is the number of objects (i=1,…,N) and M is the 
number of attributes (j=1,…,M). Element α can be Xij, row i, column j or any subtable 
of X. 
To use the method of monotone systems we have to fulfil two conditions: 
1. There has to be a weight function πx(α) which will give a measure of influence for 

every element α of the monotone system on X; 
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2. Certain activities (adding or removing) can be applied to the elements. There have to 
be rules f to recompute the weight of the system elements after used activities. 
Weights can be changed only to one direction (increasing or decreasing). 

These conditions give a lot of freedom (to user) to choose the weight functions and rules 
of weight change in the system. The only constraint we have to keep in mind is that 
after eliminating all elements α from the system X the final weights of α∈X must be 
equal to zero. In our case: 
1. A suitable weight function is object’s frequency in a (concerned) system. In case of 

tables of object-attribute type we weigh the attribute’s value and the weight is a 
number of objects having that certain value. 

2. Rules for recomputing the weights: 
• Choose the element(s) of interest.  
• Extract the objects having the(se) element(s) from the concerned set. So the set of 

objects under consideration can only decrease. 
• For the rest of objects calculate new weights using the same weight function. If 

there are no objects with given elements then the weight is zero. 

3.3 Description of MONSA 
MONSA finds all existing intersections in given set of objects X(N,M), where N is the 
number of objects, M is the number of attributes and each attribute j has an integer 
value hj=0,1,2,…,K-1. 
By essence MONSA is a recursive algorithm. Here its backtracking version is 
presented.  
In this algorithm the following denotations are used: 
t the number of the step (or level) of recursion 
FTt frequency table for a set Xt  
IntSect vector of elements over set Xt 
Init activity for initial evaluation 
Eliminate1(t+1) activity, that prohibits arbitrary output repetition of already separated 

intersection on level (t+1) – bringing zeroes down (from FTt to FTt+1) 
Eliminate2(t+1) activity, that does not allow the output of the separated intersection on 

the same (current) level t+1 and on steps t, t-1, ..., 0 – bringing zeroes 
up (from FTt+1 to FTt) 

 
Algorithm MONSA 
Init 
t=0, IntSec0={} 
To find a table of frequencies FT0 for all attributes in X0 
DO WHILE there exists FTs#Ø in {FTs}, s≤t 
  FOR an element hf∈FTt with frequency V=max FTt(hf)#0 DO 
    To separate submatrix Xt+1⊂Xt such that Xt+1={Xij∈XtX.f=hf} 
    To find a table of frequencies on Xt+1 
    IF there exist on Xt+1 hu, 1≤u≤M such, that [hu∈IntSect+1 AND 
FTt+1(hu)=0 AND frequency of hu in Xt+1=V] 
      THEN goto BACK 
    ELSE 
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      Eliminate1(t+1) 
      To add elements j with FTt+1(j)=V into vector IntSect+1 
      Eliminate2(t+1) 
      IF there exist attributes to analyse THEN t=t+1 
      Output of IntSect 
    ENDIF 
  ENDFOR 
  BACK: t=t-1 
  IntSect+1←IntSect 
ENDDO 
All rules are found 
END: end of algorithm 

 
The main idea of the work of MONSA is simple: 
• subset Xt+1⊂Xt of objects with certain properties is being separated; 
• then intersection over this subset Xt+1 (IntSecXt+1) is being found. 
To find an intersection over the set Xt+1, the frequency table FTt of the set Xt can be 
used effectively. Maximal frequency MAX=Xt+1 of a certain element Xij∈Xt+1 in 
frequency table FTt+1 is defined by the frequency in FTt of intersection which was the 
base to separate Xt+1. Consequently, all elements Xij(=hj)∈Xt+1 the frequencies of which 
equal MAX, appear simultaneously in all objects of Xt+1 and define an intersection over 
the set Xt+1. 

Table 4. Example. X(2,3) 

Object \ attribute 1 2 3 
1 1 2 2 
2 1 1 2 

Table 5. Frequency table 

Value \ attribute 1 2 3 
1 2 1 0 
2 0 1 2 

Number of objects N = 2  =>  IntSecX = 1.1 AND 3.2 
 
Thereupon set Xt+1 is being eliminated at the level t+1 from further analysis and the 
whole procedure is being repeated once again until all subsets Xt+1, t=0,1,...,M-1 are 
found. 
Elimination of set Xt+1 guarantees non repetition of set Xt+1 separation.  

3.4 Example 
For objects (from Table 2) having element A4.1  MONSA finds (with minimal 
frequency allowed = 2) five intersections and patterns as descriptions of intersections: 
***1 A4.1=5 
*1*1 A4.1&A2.1=3 
**21 A4.1&A3.2=3 
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*321 A4.1&A3.2&A2.3=2 
1**1 A4.1&A1.1=3 
(After “=” the frequency of intersection is shown.) 
• 5 different 
• no empty 
• no repeating 
 
There is no special effort to check the intersection’s uniqueness during the extraction 
process. Repetitions are prevented just by using nullifying techniques. 

3.5 Complexity of MONSA 
It is proved that if a finite discrete data matrix X(N,M) is given, where N=KM, then the 
complexity of algorithm MONSA to find all (K+1)M patterns as existing value 
combinations is O(N2) operations [6]. 
By our estimation in practice the upper bound of the number of intersections (with 
minimal frequency allowed = 1) is  

M
UP )K/11(NL +≈  , 

but usually it is lesser. 
The precise formula for number of intersections is as follows: 

∑ ∑=
=

−

=

F

1f

)tK*M(

1p
pNL  , 

where F is the number of formatted frequency tables on set X, t is the number of empty 
cells in the frequency table FTf, Np is the absolute number in a cell of the frequency 
table (frequency of attribute value). 

4.   GENERATOR OF HYPOTHESES 

4.1 What is Generator of Hypotheses? 
Generator of hypotheses (GH) is a method for data mining which main aim is mining 
for patterns and association rules [6]. It solves the task of hierarchical clustering; also it 
makes possible to classify the source data automatically. The goal is to describe the 
source data. Used evaluation criteria are deterministic (not probabilistic). The 
association rules it produces are represented as trees, which are easy to comprehend and 
interpret. 
The method is derived from analysis of determinations (AD) (which can be considered 
as semi-manual data mining) [1] while automating it. In addition, the original method 
has been expanded. Description of AD is left out from this paper. Only AD drawbacks 
are listed here: 
• Large amount of manual work 
• Searching for significant associations by testing – method doesn’t determine the 

direction for subsequent search 
• The realization algorithm uses lot of memory 
GH does not have these drawbacks. 
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4.2 Properties of Generator of Hypotheses 
• The amount of results can be controlled via pruning 
• Several pruning criteria can be used 
• Large datasets can be treated 
• The subset of objects and attributes to analyze can be extracted (from the whole data 

set) 
• The results are found as association rules and patterns 
• The output has the form of trees 

4.3 Output of Generator of Hypotheses 
By depth-first search (from root to leaves) GH forms a hierarchical grouping tree. A 
fragment of such tree is given below. 
 
(5)     0.600(3)  0.333(1) 
Class .1=>Hair  .1->Height.1 
                  0.333(1) 
                  ->Eyes  .2 
        0.600(3)  0.667(2)  0.500(1) 
        =>Eyes  .2->Hair  .3->Height.1 
        0.400(2) 
        =>Height.1 
 
Used data (given in Table 2, see 3 “Algorithm MONSA”) are taken from [12], 
meanings of used values are given in Table 6.  

Table 6. Meanings of used attributes’ values 

Attribute Attribute’s value Value’s meaning 
Class (A4) 1 positive 
Hair (A2) 1 dark 
Hair (A2) 3 blond 
Height (A1) 1 short 
Eyes (A3) 2 brown 

 
The numbers above node show node’s absolute frequency (in parentheses) and node’s 
relative (to previous level) frequency (before parentheses). 
Absolute frequency of node t shows how many objects have certain attribute with 
certain value (among objects having properties (i.e. certain attributes with certain va-
lues) of all previous levels t-1,…,1). Relative frequency is a ratio A/B, where A is the 
absolute frequency of node t and B is the absolute frequency of node t-1. For the first 
level the relative frequency is not calculated. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In the article we have presented the algorithm MONSA for clustering based on 
monotone systems theory. The algorithm is very efficient compared to classical 
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algorithms based on intersections because every intersection is found only once and no 
empty intersections are found.  
A new method for data mining called Generator of Hypothesis based on MONSA has 
been developed. GH has the following properties: 
• For every pattern its frequency (i.e. how many and which objects contain it) is 

known at the moment it is found, also other parameters based on frequency can be 
calculated 

• GH guarantees immediate and simple output of rules in the form IF=>THEN 
• GH enables larger set of discrete values (not only binary) 
• GH enables to use several pruning techniques 
• The result is presented in form of trees 
• GH enables to treat large datasets 
• Enables sampling 
This approach has been used first in the field of data mining [9][14]. Algorithm 
MONSA with several modifications has been used also in other fields like Graphs 
Theory [7][8], Machine Learning [13], Data Analysis [10][15] etc. 
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